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Microsoft  Windows  Communication Foundation Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to building next-generation connected applications.

Teach yourself the essentials of Windows Communication Foundation-one step at a time. With this practical tutorial, you get hands-on guidance for creating the Web services you need to implement robust business applications for Windows. 

Discover...
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PMP in Depth: Project Management Professional Study Guide for the PMP ExamCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	The primary purpose of this book is to help you pass the Project Management Professional (PMP) exam administered by the Project Management Institute (PMI). Because the book has a laser-sharp focus on the exam objectives, expert project managers who want to pass the PMP exam can use this book to ensure that they do not miss any objective. Yet...
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Special Edition Using Microsoft Excel 2000Que, 1999
If data rules your life, odds are you're using (or you soon will be) Excel 2000, Microsoft's revised version of its premier spreadsheet application. Excel's complexity can be daunting, especially if you're a power user who intends to use it at advanced levels. With Special Edition: Using Microsoft Excel 2000, you can get a jump on the new...
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Crash Proof: How to Profit From the Coming Economic CollapseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	The economic tipping point for the United States is no longer theoretical. It is a reality today. The country has gone from the world's largest creditor to its greatest debtor; the value of the dollar is sinking; domestic manufacturing is winding down - and these trends don't seem to be slowing. Peter Schiff casts a sharp,...
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Team Foundation Server 2012 StarterPackt Publishing, 2012

	Your quick start guide to TFS 2012, top features, and best practices with hands on examples


	Overview

	
		Install TFS 2012 from scratch
	
		Get up and running with your first project
	
		Streamline release cycles for maximum productivity



	In Detail


	Team...
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Commercial Photoshop Retouching: In the StudioO'Reilly, 2005
For both Mac and Windows PC users, Photoshop CS2 is the market leader and industry standard for commercial bitmap image manipulation. Also known as the "digital dark room," Photoshop is the unparalleled tool of choice among graphics professionals and hobby photographers alike.
 			
 Written by 20-year photo retouching veteran...
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Emergency: This Book Will Save Your LifeIt Books, 2009

	With the same sharp eye, quick with, and narrative drive that marked his bestsellers The Game, The Dirt, and How to Make Love Like a Porn Star, Neil Strauss takes us on a white-knuckled journey through America's heart of darkness as he scrambles to escape the system. It's one man's story of a dangerous...
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The Renegade Hunter: A Rogue Hunter NovelAvon, 2009

	The Argeneau family has a secret . . . one of their own is a rogue vampire!


	Nicholas Argeneau was once a successful hunter who went after rogue vampires who broke the immortal law. Except no one has mentioned his name in the last fifty years, not since he turned into a rogue himself. But once a hunter, always a hunter. When...
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Game Day: A Rollicking Journey to the Heart of College FootballJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The popular college football analyst weighs in on the craziness of college football and the 2008 season

If television's college football analysts had a Hall of Fame, Craig James would definitely be in it. His opinion and insight on ABC and ESPN-not to mention occasional jabs of sharp humor and Texas charm-are as addictive as the games...
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Robust Control Design with MATLAB® (Advanced Textbooks in Control and Signal Processing)Springer, 2005

	The topics of control engineering and signal processing continue to flourish and develop. In common with general scientific investigation, new ideas, concepts and interpretations emerge quite spontaneously and these are then discussed, used, discarded or subsumed into the prevailing subject paradigm. Sometimes these innovative concepts...
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Inside Mrs. B.'s Classroom : Courage, Hope, and Learning on Chicago's South SideMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Chicago's public school system in the 1980sand '90s was a stark symbol of the nation's educational crisis. Grim reflections of their poverty-stricken neighborhoods, the city's schools were saddled with severe drug problems and the inevitable violence that results. Veteran Chicago Sun-Times journalist Leslie Baldacci was an expert on the...
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Mastering Bird Photography: The Art, Craft, and Technique of Photographing Birds and Their BehaviorRocky Nook, 2019

	In Mastering Bird Photography: The Art, Craft, and Technique of Photographing Birds and Their Behavior, acclaimed bird photographer and author Marie Read shares techniques and stories behind her compelling images, offering fresh insights into making successful bird photographs, whether you’re out in the field or in the comfort...
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